Responses to Reviewers’ Comments on Manuscript acp-2020-1060
(Sulfuric acid-amine nucleation in urban Beijing)

We thank two anonymous reviewers for their efforts and constructive comments that help to improve this manuscript. The reviewer’s comments are addressed in the following paragraphs and the manuscript and the supplementary information were revised minorly. The comments are shown as sans-serif dark red texts and our responses are shown as serif black texts. Changes are highlighted in the revised manuscript and shown as “quoted underlined texts” in the responses. References are given at the end of the responses.

Reviewer #1

Cai et al. present observations of sulfuric acid and amine nucleation in Beijing, a polluted city, and determine how coagulation sink plays a role in 1.4 nm nucleation rate vs sulfuric acid concentrations. They used a suite of instruments to measure sulfuric acid, its clusters, and particle size distributions. They model nucleation based on previous acid-base chemical reaction models where the limiting step is the formation of the aminated monomer. The manuscript provides good level of detail to justify their assumptions and analysis and is easy to read. This paper should be published in this journal once they address the minor comments below.

**Abstract:** The whole manuscript is written quite clearly except for the last two sentences of the abstract. Rewrite them so they are less colloquial and more to the point.

**Response:** Thanks. These sentences were revised as “The formation of H$_2$SO$_4$-amine clusters in Beijing is sometimes limited by low amine concentrations. Summarizing the synergistic effects of H$_2$SO$_4$ concentration, amine concentrations, and aerosol concentration, we elucidate the governing factors for H$_2$SO$_4$-amine nucleation for various conditions.”

Page 6 line 174: Detection efficiency of the larger sulfuric acid clusters definitely lower. The authors mention that detection efficiency decreases with higher masses. Do they mean transmission efficiency through the mass filter? If so, did the authors correct for this as shown in (Heinritzi et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2010)? Also, the authors mention that the CIMS were calibrated for sulfuric acid concentration but how did they determine concentrations of the larger clusters? These cannot be calibrated so they must have made assumptions to calculate their concentrations from mass spec signals.

**Response:** The mass-dependent transmission efficiency was corrected. The calibration factors for larger clusters were assumed to be equal to the factor for H$_2$SO$_4$ molecules because of lacking calibration standards. We added a few sentences in Section 2 for clarification:

“In additions to H$_2$SO$_4$ molecules, H$_2$SO$_4$ clusters and organics with low volatilities were measured using ToF-CIMS. Their calibration factors were assumed to be equal to that for H$_2$SO$_4$ molecules. The mass dependency of transmission efficiency was calibrated and corrected using the method reported in Heinritzi et al. (2016).”

In addition, this sentence on Page 6 was revised as “…… is presumably caused by measurement uncertainties, e.g., cluster fragmentation (Zapadinsky et al., 2019).”

Page 7 after sentence 195. Add a sentence providing a probable reason for why simulate particle formation rates from Chen et al. and Jen et al. are lower than measured in this study.
**Response:** This sentence was revised as “However, due to these high evaporation rates, the simulated particle formation rates using these models are orders of magnitude lower than the measured particle formation rates in urban Beijing.” This revised sentence emphasizes that the high evaporation rate is the main cause of the low formation rate.

Page 7, line 200: Despite the fact that the diurnal trends of particle formation rates do not match the concentration profiles of all observed oxidized organics, is it still possible that these organics play a role in the observed NPF despite high CS? Feels like organics encompass thousands of types of molecules and this paragraph is too dismissive of a potential role of organics in NPF.

**Response:** The absoletion concentration of ELVOCs (or HOMs) measured in this study is insufficient to explain the measured high formation rate of 1.4 nm particles, as shown in Fig. S5 and discussed in its caption. Meanwhile, the measured absoletion values and diurnal trends of particle formation rates were consistent with those simulated using the H$_2$SO$_4$-amine nucleation mechanism. Hence, we concluded that “oxidized organics nucleation is not a governing mechanism to initialize NPF in urban Beijing during this campaign”.

However, organics may contribute to particle growth and hence play an important role in NPF. With an increasing aerosol size and due to a potential effect of the Raoult’s law, organics may condense onto H$_2$SO$_4$-amine clusters and enhance their subsequent growth. A previous study (Deng et al., 2020b) in urban Beijing reported a significant positive size dependence of new particle growth rate. The contributions from the H$_2$SO$_4$, amine, NH$_3$, and H$_2$SO$_4$-amine clusters were found to be insufficient to explain the measured growth rate for particles larger than 3 nm. This discrepancy indicate the important roles of other species, including organics, in the subsequent growth of new particles. To avoid confusion, we added “Note that organics with low volatilities may contribute to the growth of larger (e.g., > 2 nm) particles (Deng et al., 2020b)” to the end of this paragraph.

Page 9 line 275. “It characterizes the ratio of the condensational growth rate of a molecule or cluster to its loss rate.” It is too vague. Can the authors change it to horizontal coordinate?

**Response:** We added formulae to clarify the growth rate and loss rate in this sentence and help to read to understanding the physical meaning of the horizontal coordinate in Fig. 4. This sentence was revised as “It characterizes the ratio of the condensational growth rate ($\beta_{1}\cdot[(H_2SO_4)_{1,cd}]$) of a molecule or cluster to its loss rate (CS).”

Page 10 and Line 305 in the conclusion. “Comparing the measured particle formation rate and cluster concentrations with those simulated using a kinetic model, we demonstrated these new findings.” Could the authors be more specific about their new findings?

**Response:** This sentence was revised as “Comparing the measured particle formation rate and cluster concentrations with those simulated using a kinetic model, we demonstrated and quantified the influences of H$_2$SO$_4$ concentration, amine concentration and coagulation scavenging on new formation rate in urban Beijing.”
The \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4\)-amine nucleation is a potentially important NPF pathway in the polluted boundary layer. While the importance of this mechanism has been shown in chamber studies and in certain megacities, whether this mechanism plays an important role in cities with a relatively low amine concentration and high existing aerosol concentration like Beijing remains unclear. This study combines long-term measurements at an urban site in Beijing and kinetic modeling to show that the \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4\)-amine nucleation is a dominant mechanism to initialize NPF in Beijing. The governing factors for \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4\)-amine nucleation are also elucidated. This work is meaningful for improving our understanding of NPF mechanism in polluted environments. The paper is generally well written. I think it can be accepted for publication after revisions to address the following (mostly minor) comments and suggestions.

(1) You tried to exclude organic nucleation as a main NPF pathway in Beijing (Line 198-202, Figs. S5 and S6). However, you only considered pure organic nucleation. A potentially important pathway in polluted environments is the nucleation of organics with \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4\). I think some calculations are needed to explore whether this mechanism could play a role that is comparable to the \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4\)-amine mechanism.

Response: We agree with the reviewer that \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4\)-organics nucleation may be an important nucleation mechanism in some atmospheric environments (e.g., Lehtipalo et al., 2018). However, similar to the comparison between simulated and measured new particle formation rates for pure organics nucleation mechanism in Fig. S5, the new particle formation rate driven by the \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4\)-organics nucleation mechanism (e.g., reported in Riccobono et al., 2014) is more than one order of magnitude lower than the measured formation rates in this study. For instance, at \([\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4]_{\text{tot}} = 5\times10^6 \text{ cm}^{-3}\), the new formation rates measured in urban Beijing and reported in Riccobono et al. (2014) were \(~100 \text{ cm}^{-3}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}\) and \(<10 \text{ cm}^{-3}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}\), respectively. The discrepancy between these two formation rates is supposed to be even larger because of the high coagulation sink and low concentrations of ELVOCs (or HOMs) in urban Beijing.

(2) In Fig. S5, only ELVOCs are used in the calculation of pure organic nucleation rate. I think Kirkby et al. (2016)'s equation was based on HOMs. What adjustment was made to the original equation?

Response: The ELVOCs concentration is taken as HOMs concentration for this estimation. We clarified this in the revised caption of Fig. S5.

Kirkby et al. (2016) show that at a low HOMs concentration (which is the case for urban Beijing), the new particle formation rate driven by pure organic nucleation is mainly contributed by the ion-induced pathway. Due to the limited ion production rate and high condensation sink, the formation rate contributed by pure organic nucleation rate is not comparable to the measured high formation rate in urban Beijing.

(3) The opening sentence of Results and Discussion gives a major conclusion of this study. However, the relationships between this conclusion and the supporting evidence detailed below are not very clear. For example, how do the results presented in Figs. 1 and 2 support this conclusion? Although I know the underlying logic, it is unfortunately not explained in the paper. The connections between the evidence and the conclusion should be described directly and clearly.

Response: We added a paragraph right after this opening sentence to elucidate the logic of this study:

“This finding is supported by comparing the measured and simulated \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4\) cluster concentrations and new particle formation rates. The consistency between the measurement results and the \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4\)-amine nucleation mechanism is shown and discussed below. Meanwhile, other nucleation mechanisms, e.g., \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4\cdot\text{NH}_3\) nucleation and organics nucleation, were found to be not sufficient to explain the observed high new particle formation rate under the high coagulation sink (see Section 4.3 and the supporting information).”
The field measurements in Beijing were conducted from January 2018 to March 2019. However, it is not clear which parts of these data are used in the results shown in Figs. 1-4. Did you use measurements on all days or NPF days only? Is every NPF day between January 2018 and March 2019 included in these figures?

Response: Dates with available data and the parts of data used in Figs. 1-4 were clarified in the revised manuscript.

The H$_2$SO$_4$ concentration was not available in the summer of 2018. Since the H$_2$SO$_4$ concentration was used in Figs. 1-4 and the aerosol size distribution data was mostly available during this campaign, we report the measurement period of this study based on the availability of the H$_2$SO$_4$ concentration. The sentence on the measurement period in Section 2 was revised as “The dataset for this study is from January to April 2018 and October 2018 to March 2019.”

Figures 1, 3, and 4 use the data on NPF days only. Figure 2 uses data on both NPF days and non-NPF days because H$_2$SO$_4$ clusters can also be measured on non-NPF days. This information was added to the captions of figures in the revised manuscript.

I think the kinetic simulations are only done at selected conditions based on the description in Line 165. However, the measurements cover a wide range of conditions which, as you show in the paper, have a large impact. How do you make sure that you are doing an apple-to-apple comparison between modeling and measurements in Figs. 1 and 2?

Response: We thank the reviewer for pointing this out. Case-to-case comparison between the measured and simulated data is included in this manuscript. The simulation conditions were determined according to the axes of each figure. When comparing two variables, the simulation condition was selected as the median value of the measured conditions, and the variations of other variables were minimized by scaling in some figures. However, when comparing the measured and simulated values in Figs. 2, S3, and S5, the simulation condition was case-specific. We added a sentence to the caption of Fig. 2: “The simulation condition was case-specific for each raw data dot.”

How are the results in Fig. 4 derived exactly? From the kinetic model or a combination of model and measurements?

Response: The results shown with markers in Fig. 4 were obtained via the combination of measurements, theory, and the kinetic model. The H$_2$SO$_4$ concentration, amine concentration, and condensation sink were measured values. The evaporation rate was calculated with simulated Gibbs free energy, simulated enthalpy, and measured temperature. The formation rate at the collision limit is by definition equal to the collision rate between H$_2$SO$_4$ monomers. The formation rate shown by the background color map was simulated using the kinetic model.

The caption of Fig. 4 was revised to illustrate the calculation of the results: “The color indicates the normalized steady-state formation rate of simulated 1.4 nm particles, $J_{1.4}$. $J_c$ is the theoretical formation rate at the collision limit. The dark grey markers are the measured data on NPF days in Beijing with a temporal resolution of 5 min.”

Line 167: The sentence is vague. How does the dimer concentration contribute to understanding the reaction pathways?

Response: The H$_2$SO$_4$ dimer concentration is closely related to new particle formation for three reasons: 1) H$_2$SO$_4$ dimer is an intermediate of the nucleation process; 2) Both experiments (Kürten et al., 2014) and quantum chemistry simulations (Ortega et al., 2012; Myllys et al., 2019) indicates the stability of H$_2$SO$_4$ dimer clusters; 3) there is a mathematical coincidence between the dimer concentration and particle formation rate under a high coagulation sink.
Only 1) is used in this manuscript and it is easy to be understood by the readers. It is difficult to explain 2), 3), and how to relate H$_2$SO$_4$ dimer concentration to the reaction pathway within a few sentences; whereas explaining them does not significantly improve the manuscript. Hence, we removed this sentence from the manuscript.

(8) Line 195-197: The simulated particle formation rates using these previous models and evaporation rates are orders of magnitude lower than the measured particle formation rates in urban Beijing. Why does this happen? Does this affect the robustness of your conclusion?

Response: This is because the cluster evaporation rates in these models (Chen et al., 2012; Jen et al., 2014) were assumed high. We revised this sentence to emphasize that high evaporation rates are the main cause of the low particle formation rates: “However, due to these high evaporation rates, the simulated particle formation rates using these models are orders of magnitude lower than the measured particle formation rates in urban Beijing.” These high evaporation rates were derived by matching the simulation results in these studies with their measurement results.

The difference between the kinetic model in this study and the previous models does not affect the robustness of the conclusions in this study. Instead, it indicates that the deficiencies of these models to simulate new particle formation rates in urban Beijing. The evaporation rate used in this study is consistent with quantum chemistry simulation results (Ortega et al., 2012; Myllys et al., 2019). The predicted dependencies of particle formation rate on the coagulation sink and amine concentration are consistent with measurements (Fig. 3).

The robustness of the conclusions was evaluated using the uncertainties in both measurements and simulations. Figure S5 shows that the simulation agrees with the measurements within the uncertainty range.

(9) Line 251-253: You may want to directly give the saturation concentration of amines here.

Response: Thanks. We added “(~5-20 ppt)” to this sentence.

(10) Line 288-290: What are the main reasons for the much higher amine concentration in Shanghai than that in Beijing?

Response: We do not know the exact reasons yet. Further efforts are needed to understand the sources of amine concentration in polluted environments.
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